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About This Game

Defense Clicker is an clicker game which will be soon F2P, with an tower defense theme and a few twists which make it very
unique.

You have to build an defense line with towers and upgrade them to stay alive as long as possible. when you die the map resets
but you get a few special points depending on how long you survived. With this points you can upgrade the power of your

towers and many other things to stay longer alive. After a specific count of kills you can evolve to get stronger and beat more
waves.

Features:
- Build towers

- Upgrade towers
- Upgrade several skills
- several gamemodes

- Weather System
- Day Night System

- Monster Stat Changes depending on Day/Night and Weather System
- Achievements

- Heroes
- Pets

- many more

BUILD towers:
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- Build several towers to defend your city against the monsters which want to destroy it

Upgrade towers:
- Upgrade your towers to make more damage, get higher possible towerlevels and stay longer alive

Upgrade several skills:
- reset your game status to get Prime Points to upgrade your baselive, towerbasdamage, gold income and several other things.

Several gamemodes:
- Normal mode and rage mode, fusable monsterlife and changable monster spawn difficulty

Weather system:
- randomly it starts to snow or rain ingame which changes at some montsers the hp, speed.....

Day-/Night system:
- The day night system changes slightly the darkness of the game

Reset and Evolution sytem:
- Reset your game to get the locked Prime Points with which you can earn Prime points to increase some reset resistant skills.

- If progress starts to get to slow make an evolutuion and reset the whole game (except evo skills) and buy evo to get much
stronger.

Highscores, Achievements and more:
- Get Achievements for playing the game and beat the highscores of the other players
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Title: Defense Clicker
Genre: Casual, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Albatros Softworks
Publisher:
Albatros Softworks
Release Date: 31 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista,7,8,8.1,10

Processor: Quadcore or higher

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GTX 750 or higher

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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defense clicker guide. defense clicker. mine defense clicker. defense clicker game. defense clicker wiki. tower defense clicker.
clicker tower defense. mine defense auto clicker. zombie clicker defense

my friend loves it!. I'm finding this game to be a lot of fun. It is "flow resource" oriented as opposed to "transport resource"
oriented, meaning you don't wait for a mined resource to arrive at its spot. When a citizen produces food it immediately adds +1
(or whatever) to the total food output, etc.

The game is a bit "on rails" as you basically keep up with the historical narrative, but I personally enjoy objective-based
gameplay (like Anno 2205) as opposed to straight sandbox stuff.

As the map spreads out, the game could use a few more tools to help you optimize resources better, right now it's mostly just a
lot of scrolling around to go, "Oh yeah.. there's a better place for this guy now, lemme put him there." Not sure what form that
would be implemented in though.

The blend of history + gameplay is really enjoyable, and all the little historical notes all over the place are fun. Still haven't beat
it yet and I'm already itching to start over again just for fun.

8/10 - would proclaim myself a god and rule Egypt again. 1990s-era point-and-click that's showing its age.

The puzzles and controls are just too annoying and the graphics are dated. The story didn't hook me, so I didn't feel a desire to
try to finish this one.. My favorite game and the only game i have ever played since I was a kid.. Not quite sure what everyone is
complaining about to do with this DLC. Yeah, I know it's old and it HAS had some issues, but DTG has fixed this. Even the
sounds that it comes with default are'nt too bad compared to some. If you want the true experience though, get the AP Sound
Pack. A nice addon all in all.

. You know why you want this. It's $2, so get it.. Far from being worth 10 dollar obviously, but not a bad game / experience AT
ALL! (imo)

I got it for a small price on humble so i am happy i have this game.

Maybe i'd be♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥if i did pay 10 bucks tho.... hard but fun. YES! YES! YES! I am the cookie god xd..
Yeah!.......another old school retro side-scrolling shooter with loads of weapons to choose from, upgrades to choose from, boss
battles to fight, and reasonably challenging levels to play through; (not too easy, not too hard). This is an ideal starter for
newcomers to the genre; it's cheap, (only a measly £4.49 {approx $6.50}), and it's dead easy to play. You can even use your
joystick or controller' if you've got one;. (I used my Saitek joystick as i'd just been playing HAWX 2 and it was a joy to play
with rather than have to use the keyboard controls). You can customise your ship and include several weapons that can be cycled
through to take advantage of different in game situations.

The graphics are colorful and any one familiar with the games of old (circa 1980's - 90's) this will bring back memories of the
time spent in the arcades competing against your friends (money well spent), then playing them on the first console back in the
mid to late 80's
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Just finished Flowers and it was lovely. If you're looking for something tame but still filled with yuri then this is for you c: ! The
main heroine was very timid at first but you are able to see her growth in the end. It was an enjoyable play.. The good:
- Open world
- The "ubisoft forumula" is working and getting even better (how missions, collectables etc. work)
- Nice gameplay variety (amount of guns, cars, boats and aircraft)
- Decent mission design of some missions
- Far Cry Arcade
- (Humor) This one in brackets as it is very subjective

The negative:
- Repetative
- Many "standard" missions (seek'n'destroy, loot x, go there etc.)
- Main Story has an interesting basis but \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s up the delivery
- Some very annoing parts are not skipable (long winding intro, drug dreams etc)
- Random Intermissions (from story progression) that completly break any immersion and are just annoing - and can happen
while you are doing something entirely else....
- Boring Character Design (yes, Vaas was great but trying to top him in EVERY GAME is just not working....)
- Minor Bugs (despawning lootables etc, more annoing than game breaking)

The points I can't judge:
- I never played Coop so I have no idea how that would work
- I hate flying\/racing games so I have no real comparison for the mechanics of the vehicles, although i found em easy to control,
which was nice for me :)

Tl;DR:
Buy it if you can't get enouh of the open world "ubisoft" formula and can cope with a bad story design, boring characters and
really annong random story encounters. (i.e. if you love every far cry\/assassins creed)

Don't buy it if ANY of that is going to flip you off,as you will have too much of that all the time and the open world gameplay
simply doesn't make up for that!. As a small little robot, I could understand the need to get o u t.

the environments and spooky and watching a giant figure get so close to you so many times is downright terrifying.

But as the seeker, ooh boy...

the power you have over the PC player is overwhelming, yet balanced, and i love hearing my friends squeal for their lives when
I pickup the right little android.

10/10. It's just a russian f2p: cancer community

Edit, I play it sometimes because it's incredible how pay to win it is.
Unluckily sometimes I get an high number of internet packing ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t and you don't get a kill with a ptrd even if you hit
your enemy 4 times. C&C style controls but requires more thought and strategy. Has its flaws but otherwise an excelent game.
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